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We can all see the value in standardization. When an organization adopts a standard networking 

architecture, they experience a consistent set of features making connectivity, management, and 

security uniform across their enterprise. 

As a senior leader contemplating standardizing the networking infrastructure in your operations, you 

should start with a clear vision of your end goals. After all, replacing or upgrading what's already 

working is not a decision to be taken lightly. Standardization decisions should involve a careful 

evaluation of the additional benefits the new infrastructure will bring now and how well it will serve 

your future growth, management, and security requirements. 

I am writing this post to give you some pointers to serve as yardsticks for you to evaluate industry 

offerings, discover the complete architecture Cisco offers, and see how one manufacturer standardized 

their large operational network using Cisco solutions. 

Standardize for uniformity 
If your industrial network has grown over the years in an ad hoc manner with many smaller networks 

built without central oversight, you may be dealing with networking silos. Each of these fragments may 

have its own set of capabilities that require specialized skills to operate, maintain, and update. In such 

situations, any organization-wide initiative to collect data and improve operations could be stymied. In 

addition, it may become hard to define and enforce policy or to troubleshoot any production issues that 

might arise, just because you have so many entities to work with. 

Cisco industrial networking equipment offers a comprehensive and consistent set of core capabilities 

across the board, making it easy for all parts of the operational network to function in absolute 

coordination with each other to achieve common organizational goals. And if you already use Cisco 

networking equipment in your campus and branch offices, you can easily extend your enterprise 
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network to your operations with equipment that features many of the enterprise-grade capabilities but 

purpose-built for industrial strength. 

 

Figure 1: Cisco Industrial Ethernet switching portfolio 

Standardize for manageability and flexibility 
Your production increasingly depends on the real-time operational data that you collect and analyze. 

Any glitches in the network can choke this flow and cause production downtime or affect product 

quality. In addition, if you make any changes in the production process or introduce new products, you 

will need a flexible network that you can quickly reconfigure or expand to accommodate the changes. 

As you consider standardization, look for an intelligent central network management system that can 

expand, maintain, update, and troubleshoot the network holistically. All Cisco industrial networking 

equipment can be managed by Cisco DNA Center, which is a proven system that automates routine 

tasks such as device onboarding, software image updates, across-the-board configuration changes, and 

helps make industrial automation simpler. With its deep analysis of the data it receives from network 

devices, Cisco DNA Center can proactively help identify congestion areas as well as perform AI/ML 

supported root-cause analysis for potential issues and suggest remediation. Quick fixes and maintaining 

the performance of the network result in reducing downtime of production processes. 

Standardize for visibility and operational efficiency 
Deep granular visibility into your industrial and operational assets and their interactions helps you gain 

invaluable insights into your production process. Not only can you build an asset inventory and visualize 

interactions between them, with these insights you can help the operations team troubleshoot control 

system communication issues, improve network performance, and increase operational efficiency. For 

example, you may be able to spot network congestion points, identify abnormal traffic flows, or discover 

previously unknown or suspicious communications with the internet. 

Your network must be the sensor that inspects traffic and provides the insights you need. While there 

may be ways in which you could copy and send traffic to a separate server, it is much simpler to have 

your network devices – switches and routers – extract meaningful information so you don’t overload the 

network with additional traffic.  
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Figure 2: Operational improvement with increased visibility through Cyber Vision 

Several of Cisco industrial network devices run Cisco Cyber Vision that analyzes industrial protocols to 

not only derive insights to improve production, but also to uncover abnormal and unexpected traffic 

flows, evaluate security posture, and assess risk. 

Standardize for security 
The network carries all traffic and therefore is in the ideal position to protect your production processes. 

Your choice of network devices must be able to enforce access policies and segment the production 

environment into defined zones to contain traffic flows, and open specified conduits between zones for 

legitimate interzone communications. 

Cisco industrial networking equipment uses Cisco TrustSec technology that, with the help of Cisco 

Identity Services Engine (ISE), adds Scalable Group Tags (SGTs) to originating traffic from each endpoint. 

As packets containing SGTs make their way from the source to destination, segmentation rules are 

enforced by policing the flow and helping ensure that they follow defined policies and do not cross zone 

boundaries if not allowed to. 

The unique combination of OT visibility provided by Cisco Cyber Vision and policy enforcement enabled 

by Cisco ISE allows IT and OT teams to work together to define rules of minimum access privilege for all 

industrial assets. Coupled with continuous monitoring of each connected asset's behavior, Cisco 

industrial equipment can help extend your enterprise zero-trust security to the industrial space. 
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Figure 3: Visibility into assets and interactions leads to segmentation and security 

Standardize for a proven architecture and growth 
Standardize on network devices that have been fully tested, verified, and proven to work with all their 

supporting products and applications to build up a complete architecture. Even if you don't build out 

your network with all the pieces right away, the architecture lets you grow at your own pace as your 

needs increase. 

Cisco publishes detailed design and implementation guides that take the risk and guesswork out of 

network deployment by giving you step-by-step instructions you can follow for building your complete 

operational network. 

Standardize like Unilin Group did 
When the Unilin Group, a leading manufacturer of flooring materials, found itself facing network 

growth, visibility, and security challenges, they got together their IT and operations team and built a 

blueprint for a secure Industry 4.0 standard for all their 21 factories around the world. Standardizing on 

and deploying Cisco Catalyst Industrial Ethernet switches, they use Cisco Cyber Vision to obtain 

operational insights and improve the production processes. Sharing these insights with Cisco ISE, they 

segment their network, reduce reliance on firewalls, and improve their security posture. With Cisco DNA 

Center, they automate networking tasks and help ensure its performance. With this new infrastructure, 

they can troubleshoot issues in minutes instead of days and reduce downtime significantly. 

For more information, please: 

- View Build an Intelligent Network for Your Smart Factory infographic 

- Listen to our on-demand webinar: Build A Secure Network Foundation for Your Smart 

Manufacturing Operations 

- Visit our IoT manufacturing page 
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